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The atmosphere is mostly composed of nitrogen and oxygen. Nitrogen comprises
about 78Vo and oxygen around 2l%o in dry air. The other l7o of the atmosphere
comprises the other gases like argon (Ar), carbon dioxide, and ozone. However, the
atmosphere around us is not completely dry. The atmosphere typically contains the
small amount of water vapour and the distribution of water vapour depends on the
temperature and height from the ground. This small amount of water vapour in the
atmosphere affects greatly the weather of our planet on a global and local scale.
Water can change its phase from water vapour (gas) to water (liquid) or from water to
water vapour. If water changes its phase to water vapour, some amount of heat should
be absorbed by the water for its phase change. Of course when water vapour is
changed into water, a certain amount of heat is emitted. This kind of heat exchange
between water and the atmosphere has important effects on the weather and climate of
the earth. In addition, a few percent change of humidity can affect the spectrum of
outgoing long-wavelength radiation from the earth, añd the effect of the water vapour
is about twice as strong as that of carbon dioxide.(2'3) That is why water vapour is one
of the major greenhouse gases with carbon dioxide and ozone., In addition, water
vapour is a factor which determines the refractive index of air. The refractive index of
air affects how far and wide radiowaves can travel in the atmosphere. The temporal
and spatial information about the global and local distribution of water vapour is still
insufficient. Some reasons are:
I The dynamic range of specific humidity varies with height over four orders of
magnitude. The largest value of specific humidity is about 20 glkg near the
surface of the earth and the lowest value is about 0.001 g/kg near or above the
tropopause that is the boundary between troposphere and stratosphere.
7
t There are sharp vertical gradients on scales of a kilometer or less and horizontal
contrasts on scales of tens of kilometers in the distribution of water vapour in the
atmosphere. The temporal variation is from minutes to decades, in the cases of
convective process and climate change, respeciively.
There are several rnethocls to measure the distribution of water vapour in the
atmosphere. First, balloon-born radiosondes with a hygrometer can measure the
distribution of water vapour in the atmosphere. However, continuous measurement is
impossible with this method because the balloon should be launched in the
atmosphere by man, it takes several hours to take one measurement, and the
radiosonde can be put in the atmosphere only two or three times a day.
Second, a ground-based Global Positioning System (GPS) uses the signal from
satellites, and continuous measurement is possible with this method. Holvever, we can
not measure the vertical profile of water vapour with GpS.
Third, Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) transmits the pulses of laser into the
atmosphere and receives the signal that is reflected by aerosols and water vapour in
the atmosphere.(l) Continuous measurement of the distribution of water vapour in the
atmosphere is possible with this LIDAR- rechnique.
From the early 1970's, many DIAL systems have been developed (1'3-18) and recently
many researchers have reported successful field tests.(la-17) Mostly, high power solid-
state lasers, e.g. Ti:Sapphire and Alexandrite lasers, have been used as the transmitter
of their DIAL systems. Although these DIAL systems operate well, the cost of
development and maintenance is too high to install these systems in many places to
investigate the effect of water vapour distribution over a more extensive range.(I8)
Therefore, we have been trying to develop a low cost and compact DIAL system for
watef vapour detection in the atmosphere.
The objective of our project is the development of Differential Absorption Lidar
(DIAL) based on diode lasers for profiling the temporal and vertical distribution of
water vapour in the atmosphere. DIAL is composed of transmitting and receiving
parts. The transmitter of DIAL consists of two lasers. The wavelength of one laser
must be tuned to the centre of water vapour absorption line and that of the other laser
must be tuned to where water vapour does not absorb the laser beam. The master
lasers of our DIAL are diode lasers around 830nm. The power of the master lasers will
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need to be increased by means of an injection-locked master-slave design or a tapered
amplifier when we want to observe water vapour in the higher atmosphere. The
divergence of a laser beam should be small compared with the field of view of the
receiving telescope. The receiving part of DIAL system consists of a telescope and a
photodiode. In our DIAL system, a Schmitt-Cassegrain type telescope is used because
the field of view of this telescope is big enough and the size of the telescope is
reasonable. An avalanche photodiode (APD) rvill be used as the receiver of the light
that is scattered by aerosols or water vapour in the atmosphere because its quantum
efficiency is high and its response time is fast in the infrared region.
The objectives of this thesis are to apply frequency modulation spectroscopy to
observe water vapour absorption lines in the infrared region and the wavelength
locking of the master laser to the centre of water vapour absorption line. The root
mean square (rms) deviation of the wavelength of the master laser from the centre of
water vapour absorption line and the diameter of the üansmitted beam in far field
were measured. In addition, the receiving and transmitting telescopes were tested with
a silicon photodiode.
The concept of DIAL is discussed in Chapter 2 and the relevant aspects of diode
lasers and Fabry-Perot resonators are discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the
constructions of a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot and a multi-pass absorption cell are
discussed. The temperature and current controllers of the master laser are discussed as
well in this chapter. In Chapter 5, the concept of frequency modulation spectroscopy,
including first and second harmonic detection, is discussed briefly. In Chapter 6, water
vapour detection and measurement of absolute humidity by means of frequency
modulation spectroscopy are discussed. The experiment to lock the wavelength of the
master laser to the centre of water vapour absorption line is discussed there as well. In
Chapter 7, the experiments to measure beam divergence in far field and to test the
transmitting and receiving telescopes, using a silicon photodiode, are presented.
Conclusions and future plans are discussed in Chapter 8. In addition, the diagram of a




Dlfferential Absorption Lidar (DIAL)
Using Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL), we can obtain two kinds of information
on a target molecule. One is the concentration of the target in the atmosphere and the
other is its distribution. The concept and types of LIDARs are discussed in section2.L.
The concept of Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) is discussed in session 2.2.
Water vapour absorption lines around the infrared region from HITRAN (HIgh
resolution TRANsmission molecular absorption) databuse(2e) are presented in section
2.3.The design of our DIAL system is discussed in session 2.4.
2.L. Introduction
Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) is one of the remote sensing techniques.
Generally speaking, there are two classes of the remote sensing techniques. One is
'passive remote sensing'and the other is'active remote sensing'. The difference
between the two techniques is whether an energy source is transmitted to the targets.
Passive remote sensing does not use an energy source but receives the signal produced
by the target, for example radiative emission. Conversely, active sensing uses
radiowaves or the laser as an energy source.
RAdio Detection And Ranging (RADAR) uses radiowaves and receives some of the
power that is scattered by aerosols or target molecules in the atmosphere. LIDAR
operates like RADAR but LIDAR uses lasers as an energy source instead of
radiowaves. The change in the properties of the scattered light enables some
properties of the target molecule to be analysed. In addition, the time delay, between
the light to travel toward the targets and that to be scattered back to the receiver of
DIAL, is used to determine the range or height of the targets.
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There are four basic types of LIDARs, which are ,Range-finder', ,Raman Lidar,,
'Doppler LIDAR' and DIAL. A range-finder is the simplesr LIDAR that is used to
measure the distance to the targets. The pulses of a laser is transmitted to the targets
and the time delay, between when the laser beam was transmitted and when the
scattered light is received, is measured. Since we know the speed of light, the distance
between the targets and the range-finder is simply the speed of light multiplied by the
time delay. If several range-finders are located at different locations, then the position
of the targets can be determined more accurately.
Raman Lidar uses the Raman scattering, by which the wavelength of the scattered
light is shifted' Usually, naffow band filters are used to detect a particular wavelength
of the scattered light. Using this Raman Lidar, mixing, scattering, or depolarization
ratio of a molecule or molecules can be measured.
Doppler LIDAR uses the Doppler shift to measure velocity of the targets. The
Doppler shift is the small change in wavelength due to the motion of the targets. The
wavelength difference between the transmitted and received light can determine
velocity of the targets. In other word, from the scattered light's intensity, polarization,
wavelength, and linewidth, we can determine the range, refraetive index, vibration
Qne.fflrñ o^À "-l^^i+,, ^f +L^sr¡¡, qr¡s vwrvvrLJ L,l Lllç tarËçls.
(a) o) (c)
Figure 2.1 : Various types of LIDARs in terms of the location of a transmitter and a
receiver. (a) : Mono-static and bi-axial; (b) : Mono-static and co-axial; (c) : Bi-static
t2
LIDARs can be also classified as 'mono-static' and 'bi-static' according to the
location of the transmitter and receiver of LIDAR as shown in Figure 2.I.G0) Mono-
static LIDAR is a system which has its transmitter and receiver at the same location. It
can be divided into two classes which are 'bi-axial' and 'co-axial'. In a co-axial
system, the axis in which the laser beam is transmitted is the same as that of the
receiver. In a bi-axial system, the axis in which light is transmitted is slightly different
from that of the receiver. Bi-static LIDAR needs the maintenance of two locations:
one is for the transmitter and the other is for the receiver. Mostly, mono-static LIDAR
is preferred because the alignment of the transmitter and receiver is much easier. In
addition, a co-axial system is preferred rather than a bi-axial system because the field
of laser beam is exactly within the field of view of the receiver system, i.e. the field of
view of the telescope of LIDAR.
Initially, water vapour Differential Absorption Lidars were made using temperature-
tuned ruby lasers.(t'4's) However, temperature drifts inside ruby could not give the
long-term stability of the wavelength of the laser that is one of the essential
requirement of the lasers for DIAL systems, and the optical efficiency of ruby was not
good enough to achieve suitable laser power.
COz lasers were used for measurement of water vapour distribution up to 2km
altitude using direct detection 
(6'7) and as much as 6km using heterodyne detection.(8'e)
Dye lasers had been used for long-term stability of DIAL systems.(10-t') Ho*euer, the
high gain of dye lasers yielded low spectral purity which was caused by amplified
spontaneous emission. In addition, the lifetime of the dye was relatively short
compared with that of the other lasers.
Solid-state lasers like Alexandrite, Ti:Sapphire, and diode laser have replaced dye
lasers. Alexandrite lasers could achieve sufficient frequency stability and narrow
linewidth using a wavelength-selective medium inside the cavity.(r2-ls) However,
wavelength drift of this wavelength-selective medium, which was caused by the
change in the temperature of it, restricted the long-term stability of the laser system. In
addition, hot spots in the cavity gave rise to optical damage of the laser rod and the
other optical elements inside the resonator. Another approach to improve the long-
term frequency stability of the alexandrite laser was an injection-locked master-slave
design.(ló) The master laser of this system was a cw Ti:Sapphire ring laser which was
injected to the slave laser (a Q-switched linear alexandrite laser).
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Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg in MPI (Max-Plank Institut für Meteorologie) reported a
DIAL system using master-slave design lasers with 720nm wavelength and about 1 W
power.(t7) LASE (Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment) of NASA in u.s.A., DLR
@eutsche Forschungsanstalt für Luft und Raumfahrt) in Germany and CNRS (Service
d'Aèronomie du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) in France have used a
master-slave design using an injection-seeded laser with aroun d, l20nm wavelength
and about I V/ power of laser. Differential Absorption Lidar based on diode lasers is
under construction at NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) in
U.S.A..(rB) Most recently, ESA (European Space Agency) is developing a space-borne
DIAL, V/ALES (WAter vapour Lidar Experiment in Space) using Ti:Sapphire lasers
with 940nm wavelength.
2.2, Concept of Dlfferential Absorption Lidar (DIAL)
Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) is used to measure the concentration of the
target molecule as a function of range or height. The transnútter of DIAL consists of
f",^ l^.^-- ^-¡ +L^|- ^-^ Lt- - ^^,-- - mr l rrwv l4ùutù <rrr(r Lrrsrl PUwçrs alg ulË sallle. Ine On-llne Wavelgngm lS gxactly tuned tO
one of the absorption peaks of the target molecule. The off-line wavelength is shifted
from the on-line wavelength and is where the power of the laser beam is not absorbed.
'l'he power of the scattered laser beam falls off as the distance (R) from the target
increases according to the :! ,ut.. The power of the scattered beam at the on-line'R¿
wavelength will be equal or smaller than that of the scattered beam at the off-line
wavelength depending on whether water vapour exists or not. From the power
difference between the on-line and the off-line, we can obtain information on the
water vapour concentration in the atmosphere. In addition, the time delay of the
transmitted and scattered beam can give us the height of water vapour. Thus, the water
vapour distribution as a function of height can be obtained.
Figure 2.2 is a schematic sketch of DIAL system. The laser beam is transmitted to the
atmosphere and the vertical resolution depends on the length of the laser pulse. There
is the time delay between the on-line and the off-line to distinguish the pulses. In the
case of 500ns pulse, the vertical resolution is about 200m. As mentioned before, some
T4
amount of the on-line beam's power is absorbed by water vapour and the power of the
off-line is not. The scattered light is received by an optical receiver of DIAL system
which consists of a telescope and a photodiode. In addition, a nalrow bandwidth filter
is needed to receive the scattered light whose wavelength is only around the on-line
and the off-line wavelength.
Figure 2.3 is the expected data from the optical receiver of DIAL. The solid and
dashed line represent the power of the on-line and the off-line, respectively. The
number of photons (N¿) that is absorbed by water vapour in the region between Rr and
R2 can be written as(l)
No=
z(R, -n, )[o (A"^)- " ø"u )]
where À,,,n and )"* are the on-line and the off-line wavelength, respectively, o ( Â ) is
the cross-section of water Vapour at )., and Pon and PoÍ are the power of the







Figure 2.2 : Bnef schematic of DIAL. z is the time delay between on-line and off-line
pulses and we can distinguish the two pulses using this time delay. Suppose that
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Figure 2.3 :Expected data of DIAL in situation like Figure 2.2. tois the time when we
start receiving the scattered light. 17 and tz represent height Rl (= c ./, ) and R2
(= c. tr) in time domain where c is the speed of light.
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2.3. Water vapour absorption lines from HITRAN database
The absorption lines of various molecules can be found in HITRAN (Hlgh-resolution
TRANmission molecular absorption) database(28'2e) which is mostly theoretically
calculated. The unit of intensity in HITRAN database is cm-t/(molecule.cm-2) which
had been chosen for the convenience of calculation. Figure 2.4 shows the water
vapour absorption lines around the infrared region from 700nm to 950nm at 296K.
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Figure 2.6 :Water vapour absorption lines from 900nm to 950nm (from HITRAN).
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Figure 2.1 : The absorption lines of the other gases, 34 kinds of molecules included in
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Figure 2.8 : Water vapour absorption lines around 830nm (from HITRAN)
The wavelength of the transmitter of our ground-based DIAL is around 830nm,
although the strength of the absorption lines around 900nm is stronger. There are three
reasons for this. First, there are several water vapour absorption lines, whose line
strength is about lx10-23 cm/molecule. This absorption line strength is appropriate
for our DIAL system. Second, there is no absorption line of the other molecules like
nitrogen, oxygen, or other gases according to HITRAN database as shown in Figure
2.7 . Third, we found a low power diode laser (Hitachi HG8325G) which operates in a
single longitudinal mode and has good beam quality and wide tuning range in this
wavelength region.
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2.4. Requirement of lasers for detecting water vapour in the
atmosphere
Table 2.1: The requirement of a laser system for water vapour detection (with an
overall effor < 5 Vo) and temperature measurement (with an overall error < I K) and
current operating DIAL systems. Errors that come from atmosphere effects were not
taken account.; n.s.: not specified in the literature; d.p. : double-pulse operation; ÂVon.off
, frequency difference between on and off line (on and off line is described in Chapter
3). The abbreviations of institutes stand for MPI (Max-Plank Instirute für
Meteorologie), CNRS (Service d'Aèronomie du Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique) in France, LaRC (NASA Langley Research Centre), LASE (Lidar
Atmospheric Sensing Experiment) in U.S.A., and DLR (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt
für Luft und Raumfahrt) in Germany, respectively (from Ref. 17).
Beam quality and wavelength stability of lasers are very important for the
performance of Lidar. First of all, the longitudinal mode of the laser must be a single
mode and the linewidth of the laser should be considerably smaller than the linewidth
of the absorption line of water vapour. Becausc Full Width at l-Ialf Maximum
(FWHM) of the absorption line of water vapour is order of I GHz, less than 400 MHz
Parameter Requirement Specification
Water Temperature MPI CNRS LaRC LASE DLR
Wavelength (nm) 720-730 767-'77 | 720-780 720-780 727-733 8 l2-8 l9 '720-725
Linervidth (MHz) <400 <130 <40 <570 <280 <500 <450
Frequency stability
(MHz)
!210 !75 l5 rms tl80 tl70 +210 1450
Spectral Pwity (Vo) >99.5 >99.9 >99.99 >99.99 >99 >99 >99
Pulse length (ns) <200 <200 <250 <200 <30 <20
Divergence (mrad) <l 0.4 n.s. 1.5 n.s. 0.5
Energy per pulse
(mJ)
>50 >50 >50 >60 >150 >30
Repetition rate (IIz) >10 >15 l0 d.p. l0 d.p. 5 d.p. l0
Avon,or (GHz) <55 50 =250 =100 -41 <
Beam profile TEMoo fnm n.s. mm mm
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linewidth of the laser is required. In addition, the wavelength of the laser must be
tuned to the centre of the absorption line of water vapour. Hence, the rms frequency
deviation from the centre of water vapour absorption line is very important as well.
About !200MHz of frequency stability is required for the detection of water vapour
in the atmosphere and about + 701vft\z is needed for measurement of temperature to
reduce the errors of measurement.(17) In addition, a short pulse width of the laser beam
is required because a smaller pulse width gives better vertical resolution. Spectral
purity - the ratio of the pulse energy within a given linewidth to the overall pulse
energy - must be reasonably small as well. For example, if spectral purity of the laser
is 100 Vo,this means the whole energy of pulse is within a given linewidth. More than
99 Vo spectral purity of the laser is required usually. Table 2.I is the requirement of the
laser for water vapour detection (with an overall error < 5 7o) and temperature
measurement (with an overall error < I K) and specifications of current Differential
Absorption Lidars around the world.
2.5. Design of our planned ground-based DIAL system
Figure 2.9 is a brief diagram of our planned ground-based DIAL system. There are
two master lasers, which are diode lasers, and the wavelength of these lasers is around
830nm. The wavelength of the on-line master laser is tuned to one of the water vapour
absorption lines around 830nm by means of a multi-pass absorption cell. The multi-
pass absorption cell consists of two identical parabolic mirrors and some portion of
the on-line master laser travels inside the cell. The path length inside the cell is about
24m and water vapour absorption lines are detected by frequency modulation
spectroscopy. In addition, the frequency difference between on-line and off-line is
about 10GHz. An Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) chops the beam of the master
lasers and the length of the pulse is about 500ns. The laser beams of the master lasers
are combined with the slave laser. The power of our transmitter is about 0.5 W and the
sensitivity we expect is about 0.5 /kg at 4km range.(tt) The transmitting telescope of
our system is a Schmitt-Cassegrain telescope and a naffow bandwidth filter is used






















scattered light by aerosols and water vapour in the atmosphere and a desktop















Figure 2.9 : Schematic diagram of our planned DIAL system. M : mirrors; AOM :
Acousto-Optic Modulator. t is the time delay between the on-line and the off-line









Basics of diode lasers
Diode lasers have been used in many fields of laser applications, e.g. laser printer,
laser spectroscopy, pump source for high power lasers, and so on. The basic theory of
operation is similar as a forward-bias diode and much complicated structures have
been developed to produce greater power or to meet specific needs. In terms of laser
spectroscopy, a diode laser is very important because it has wide range of wavelength,
compact size, good laser modal quality, and reasonable power. After the invention of
diode lasers, many laser spectroscopy researchers have used diode lasers for these
reasons.
In section 3.1, the relevant aspects of diode lasers are discussed. In section 3.2, the
resonance modes of Fabry-Perot resonators are discussed because a confocal scanning
Fabry-Perot was used in water vapour spectroscopy in order to investigate the quality










A semiconductor material is used as a gain medium in diode lasers. Most of
semiconductor materials are fabricated from lll-V compounds which is formed by
elements from third to fifth column of the periodic table. Al,-*Ga*As and
In,-*Ga*As,-rP, are the most conìmon semiconductor materials for diode lasers.
Parameters, x and ), change from 0 to I and thus, Al,-*Ga*As can represent from
AlAs (x=0) and GaAs(x=l). The wavelength range of Al,-*Ga*As is around from
780nm to 880nm and that of In,-*Ga*A.,_rP, is approximately from ll5Onm to
l650nm. Figure 3.1 is a typical structure of a diode laser, i.e. n-type, p-type
semiconductors and an undoped active region. An undoped active region is usually
called 'p-n junction' and laser beam is emitted from the p-n junction, if a sufficient
amount of forward-bias is supplied.
The intensity profile of the output beam - i.e. transverse mode - mainly depends on
the thickness and the structure of the p-n junction, the refractive index difference
between the junction and n-type or p-type semiconductor. In addition, the output
power of diode lasers depends on the current and temperaure of the diode lasers.
Below threshold, a diode laser acts like a LED (Light Emitting Diode) producing a
small amount of incoherent light. Conversely, above threshold, a diode laser starrs
emitting coherent light. If the current is above the 'damage threshold', the diode laser
can be damaged, sometimes permanently. That is why the design of a current-









Figure 3.2 : Schematic sketch of the output of a diode laser as a function of input
current in three different operating temperature.TI,T2, and T3 are different
temperature of diode laser. Ithl, Ith2, and Ith3 represent threshold currents in cases of




Temperature of diode laser
Figure 3.3 : Schematic of 'mode hop' of a diode laser
As shown in Figure 3.2, the output power of a diode laser depends on the temperature
of the diode laser. Also, the threshold current of it increases as the temperature of the
diode laser does. In addition, the wavelength of the diode laser depends on both
current and temperature. Therefore, we can scan the wavelength of the diode lasers by
scanning the temperature or current of the diode lasers. This method will be discussed
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Ideally, above the threshold current, the wavelength of a diode laser should depend
linearily on temperature. However, in reality, there are many discontinuities as shown
in Figure 3.3 and these discontinuities in the wavelength of laser are called 'mode-
hops'. Therefore, we usually can not continuously scan the wavelength of a diode
laser. However, we found a diode laser (Hitachi HG8325G) and the mode-hop free
scanning range of this diode laser was several hundred GHz while operating in a
single longitudinal mode.
The output of a diode laser typically has an elliptical intensity profile as shown in
Figure 3.4. In the direction perpendicular to the junction - xz plane in Figure 3.4 -,
the beam is confined by the nafiow p-n junction. Therefore, the beam is spread in this
direction for diffraction and the diffraction angle is as large as several tens of degrees.
That is why the divergence angle in xz plane, 0*,, is typically bigger than that in xy










Figure 3.4 : schematic of the divergence of the output of a diode laser
3.2. Fabry-Perot resonators
In this section, the resonance modes of Fabry-Perot resonators will be discussed and
the details can be found in Ref. 20, 25, 26 and 27 . We have used a confocal scanning
Fabry-Perot for these three reasons. First, it is needed to make it sure that the master
laser is operating in a single longitudinal mode. Second, when the laser is scanned and
modulated, the smoothness of scanning or modulating can be monitored using this
scanning Fabry-Perot. Third, using Free Spectral Range (FSR) of Fabry-perot, the
frequency difference between the observed water vapour absorption lines can be found
and, in addition, we can find the wavelength of those absorption lines compared with
HITRAN database.
Consider the resonance condition of resonators in longitudinal or 'axial' direction. It
can be written as










where k is the wavenumber, q is the integer that represents a longitudinal mode of a
resonator, d is the length of a resonator, u is the frequency of laser beam, ¡z is the
refractive index inside a resonator, and c is the speed of light. Thus, the wavenumber
difference between two adjacent longitudinal modes, Lk' , can be written as
Lk,= k o*t k, =L. (3-3)'d
In addition, the frequency difference between two adjacent longitudinal modes, Au' ,










Figure 3.5 : A spherical resonator consisting of two identical spherical mirrors which
are located at zt and zz. The length of the resonator, d, is lzz - ztl.
Now, we discuss the resonance condition of a resonator in transverse directions,
which are perpendicular to axial direction, i.e. x and y in Figure 3.5. Consider a
resonator consisting of two identical spherical mirrors. In this case, the resonance
conditon for a transverse mode, m andp, can be written as
0 
^o 
(22) -0,, (zr) = qn (3-5)
where 0 
^r(z) 








where 2 is the wavelength of the laser beam and øo is the beam waist. Therefore, the





koZ-(l+m+ p) _ttân z2 _t- tan
Z¡
In the case of fixed m and p, the resonance condition can be
A,k=k . -kq+L q ft_,
d
(3-e)




In the case of fixed q, the resonace condition can be written as




where subscript 1 and 2 represent two different laser modes and A,(m+p) is the
diffèrence between the additions of two different transverse modes, m and p.
L, = 
z*rd:- 
a^(m +o l[,* -' 














Figure 3.6 : Positions of the resonance frequencies of a non-confocal resonator ( R>d )
rn+p
m*p=ç6¡5¡. q






q = const. m+p m+p+l m+p+2 m+p+3 m+p+l m+p+5
Figure 3.7 : Positions of the resonance frequencies of a confocal resonator ( R=d ) as a
function of the mode indices - m, p , and q.
t*)In the case of R>d, lz,l anO z, is much smaller than zo, 
thus tan-t zl
Z¡
Therefore, the resonance condition for this case can be written
L, =#L(*+ Ðl
= ' L(m+o\L2mtd Zs
(3-13)
= J-¡( *+ p).'Lïttxzo
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The space between resonance modes is not regular as shown in Figure 3.6.
When the radius of mirrors, R, is the same as the length of a resonator, this resonator
is called a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot which was used to investigate the modes of





The positions of the resonance frequencies of a confocal Fabry-Perot is shown in
Figure 3.7 and the space between the resonance modes is regular. Therefore, a
confocal scanning Fabry-Perot is better to investigate the spectral profile of unknown
signal or laser beam. Usually Au, which is in Eq. (3-I4), is called Free Spectral
Range (FSR) and Free Spectral Range must be bigger than the width of the spectral




Other optics and master lasers
This chapter is about the master laser and the other optics including a confocal
scanning Fabry-Perot, a single mode optical fibre, and a multi-pass absorption cell. In
section 4.1, the design of a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot and the mode of the master
laser are discussed, In section 4.2 and 4.3, temperature and current controllers for the
master laser of our DIAL system and schematic of the external port of these
controllers to scan and modulate the wavelength of the laser are discussed. The design
of the multi-pass absorption cell, by which the optical path length of laser beam can
be increased, is discussed in section 4.4.
4.1. Construction of a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot
4.L.1. Design
Our confocal scanning Fabry-Perot consists of two identical concave minors (CVI
PR2-830-98-0537-0.01OCC), Piezo (Piezomechnik FIPST I5O/20), metal housing, and
a photodiode (RS 194-016). The centre wavelength of reflection of the mirrors is 830
nm, reflectance is 98 Vo at the centre wavelength, and the radius is I cm. The Piezo of
our Fabry-Perot has a multi-layer structure and thus, we do not need to use hundreds
of voltage as a conventional single layer Piezo. Therefore, a low voltage function









Figure 4.1 : Brief diagram of the confocal scanning Fabry-perot
A concave mirror is mounted on mount (A) and the other mirror is mounted on the
Piezo that is attached to mount (C). There are threads on each side of (A) and (B), i.e.
the outside of (A) and the inside of (B). These threads make it possible to adjust the
distance between the mirrors. Epoxy resin and hardener (RS 850-940) are used to
bond the mirrors and the mounts. Two wires from the Piezo are connected to a SMB



















Figure 4.2 : Spectral profile of the master laser
Free Spectral Range (FSR) of the confocal scanning Fabry-Perot is 7.5 GIIz by Eq.
(3-14) assuming the refractive index is 1. Figure 4.2 is the spectral profile of the
master laser (Hitachi HG8325G) measured by this confocal scanning Fabry-Perot.
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Finesse ( F' ) of this Fabry-Perot was measured as F = =gaFWHM
the Full Width at Half Maximum of a peak.(25)
= 75 where FWHM is








Figure 4.3 :Diagram of the master laser's mount
The temperature of the master laser is adjusted by a Peltier element or a.
thermoelectric cooler (TEC). As shown in Figure 4.3, the Peltier element is placed
between two heat sinks. Another heat sink is for holding a diode laser and a
collimating lens. A thermistor (5kA) is placed in the side of this heat sink and close to
the diode laser. There is a precision temperature sensor (National Semiconductor,
LM335) which is not shown in Figure 4.3 in order to measure the temperature of the
diode laser.
The internal set-point of the temperature controller consists of the Wheatstone bridge
as shown in Figure 4.4.In this case, the balance condition of this'Wheatstone bridge





5 5 t R,n,^ (4-l)
(5-x)+5 x
where x is the value of resistance that is determined by the adjustment dial of 5kÇ)
potentiometer, i.e. the internal set-point of the temperature controller, and R¡¡,"r,, is
resistance of the thermistor. The voltage difference across the Wheatstone bridge is
amplified first and the output of this amplifier is called the error signal. Subsequent
amplifications are carried out in parallel by proportional and integrating amplifiers.
The details about the roles of proportional and integrating amplifiers in temperature
controllers can be found in Ref. 33. These signals are added by a summing amplifier
and sent to the Peltier element.
If the error signal is zero, then it means that the temperature of the diode laser is
exactly what we want. If the error signal is not zero, then the temperature controller





Figure 4.4 : The internal set-point of the temperature controller
4.2.2. External set-point
When frequency modulation spectroscopy is carried out, the temperature and current
of the diode laser should be scanned or modulated at the same time or independently
as mentioned before. Therefore, an external set-point of a temperature controller is
needed. The external set-point can be made by modifying the'Wheatstone bridge of
















Figure 4.5: The external set point of the temperature controller
In addition, we should know the relation between 'external set-point voltage' and
actual temperature. This information is crucial as we scan the diode laser using the
external set-point of the temperature controller. The relation between them was
measured as Table 4.2. A function generator (Wavetek model 64), producing various
waveforms as slow as 0.001H2, was used to scan the wavelength of the diode laser
using the external port of the temperature controller.






Table 4.2: The relation between the voltages of the external set-point and temperature
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4.3. Current controller of diode lasers
The current to a diode laser must be regulated and have low noise. fn most case,
better than 0.5m4 of stability is needed. The voltage of the current supplier of the
diode laser is in the range of 1 to 2 volt and thus, it can be powered by low voltage
batteries. In addition, the optical power of the diode laser can be monitored by a
photodiode beside the diode laser and the maximum optical power of the diode laser
can be set as well.
















Figure 4.6 : Brief schematic of the current controller for the diode laser. R: resistor;
GD: ground;LD: diode laser; PD: photodiode.
DC voltage and the signal from the external modulation port, which can be turn on
and off by a switch, are added by a summing amplifier. The output of this amplifier is
integrated in order to supply stable current to the diode laser. An additional features of















is greater than a certain value, then the current supplier is shut down automatically
using the signal from the photodiode beside the diode laser and the maximum power
set-point that is a variable resistor @a) in Figure 4.6.In addition, using an external
modulation port, the frequency of the diode laser can be modulated in the range of the
order of hundred MHz.
4.4. Construction of a multi-pass absorption cell
A multi-pass absorption cell gives a longer path length to laser beam inside the cell
and a version of that was presented by Herriot.(3s) This configuration has found many
applications in laser spectroscopy, gas detection, laser wavelength tuning for remote
sensing, and so on.
4.4.l.Introduction
Multi-pass absorption cells consist of two identical spherical mirrors separated by
nearly their radius of curvature. Laser beam is injected into the cell through a hole in
one mirror, travels between the mirrors a certain number of times, and exits through a
hole in the other mirror. The path length is changed by adjusting either the distance
between the mirrors or the angle between the two axes of the mirrors. The beam spot
pattern on the mirrors of the multi-pass absorption cell is changed by these factors as
well. The beam spot pattern on the mirrors is a circular or elliptical shape in the case
of spherical or parabolic mirrors. If we use astigmatic mirrors which are sometimes
called 'toroidal mirrors' or 'asymmetric spherical mirrors', then the beam spot pattern
on the mirrors is a Lissajous pattern. Astigmatic mirrors can make a longer path length
than spherical or parabolic mirrors.(36)
The signal-to-noise ratio in laser spectroscopy or frequency modulation spectroscopy
increases as the path length of laser beam does. However, the reflection losses of the
mirrors and interference fringes limit the signal to noise ratio of detection. The
interference fringes come from accidental etalons arising from the unwanted
reflections between optical elements. This makes fringe patterns in the observed
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signal and sometimes its width is the similar with the absorption signal. Therefore, it
can be difficult to distinguish the absorption signal from the interference fringes. The







Figure 4.7 : Bnef diagram of the multi-pass absorption cell. (A) and (B) are identical
parabolic mirrors and (C) is a metal-coated flat mirror.
Our multi-pass absorption cell consists of two identical parabolic mirrors (diameter =
95mm, radius of curvature = 1.5m, metal coating), a metal-coated mirror
(10mmx20mmx5mm), two mirror mounts, and plastic housing as shown in Figure
4.7. Our multi-pass absorption cell has no hole on the mirrors for the entrance and the
exit of laser beam. Thus, the laser beam is injected into the cell through the entrance
hole in the side of the plastic housing. The beam is reflected to one parabolic mirror
by the flat mirror (C) and then, travels between the parabolic mirrors. Finally, the
beam can exit the outside of the cell by means of the flat mirror (C).
Because there is a flat mirror between the parabolic mirrors, we do not need to make
a hole on the parabolic mirrors and the number of spots on each mirror is different.
The number of beam spots in mirror (A) of Figure 4.1 is one more than in minor (B).
The number of beam spots in mirror (A) was 9 and that of spots in mirror (B) was 8 in
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our experiment. In addition, 24m of the optical path length was achieved by means of
1.3m of actual cell length.
The alignment of laser beam into the multi-pass absorption cell is usually not easy
and a He-Ne laser can be helpful for this kind of alignment. The brief procedure for
the alignment of the cell is, first, to make two parabolic mirrors approximately parallel
to each other. Place the flat mirror (C) about 45 degrees to the co-axis of the parabolic
mirrors. Second, using a He-Ne laser and the mirrors, i.e. M1, M2, and M3, align the
beam into the cell as seen in Figure 4.8. We should see 9 spots in mirror (A) and 8
spots in mirror (B) to achieve 24m of the optical path length. The output beam must
be reflected by Ml and should be observed after M1. Third, place two pinholes, PHl
and PH2, somewhere after and before Ml. Lastly, using the master laser, another
mirror M4, and beam splitter (BS), inject the beam through two pinholes. Of course,
we can not move PHl, PH2, and Ml in order to maintain the path for the correct
alignment but beam splitter (BS) can move horizontally and vertically. If it succeeds,
then it means that the laser beam is almost properly aligned into the cell. Then, we


















Figure 4.8 : Schematic for the alignment to the multi-pass absorption cell. M: mirror;





There are two methods to observe water vapour abso¡ption lines by means of lasers.
First, we can observe water vapour absorption lines by 'direct measurement' with two
photodiodes. Second, frequency modulation spectroscopy is another way to observe
water vapour absorption lines.
In section 5.1, the brief schematics of direct measurement and frequency modulation
spectroscopy are explained. In section 5.2, the absorption of laser power by water
vapour is estimated in a certain condition. In section 5.3, the concept of frequency






Figure 5.1: Schematic of direct measurement spectroscopy. Suppose that there
is water vapour inside a sample cell.
We can directly detect the absorption of laser power by water vapour and schematic
of direct measurement is shown in Figure 5.1. Let us call the laser beam passing
through a sample cell 'signal beam' and the other beam 'reference beam' which does
not travel through the cell. Suppose that the power of the two beams, i.e. the signal
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and reference beams, are the same before the sample cell. The power of the signal
beam after the sample cell will be smaller than that of the reference beam because
some amount of the power of the signal beam was absorbed by water vapour. The
laser beam can be chopped either mechanically or by an Acousto-Optic Modulator
(AOM) and then, a lock-in amplifier or the other kind of phase-sensitive detector is
used to detect the abso¡ption of laser power by water vapour. The balance between the
photodiodes is important to make the signal difference between the photodiodes zero,
when there is no absorption by water vapour. It can be done either manually or using a
balance circuit. When this balance procedure is performed, the wavelength of a laser
must not be around water vapour absorption lines.
Interference fringe can be one of the major problems because it makes fringe patterns
in the observed signal.(37'+0) In addition, the width of the interference fringes is
sometime similar as that of absorption lines so that it is difficult to distinguish the
absorption lines from the interference fringes. In principle, it can be removed by
means of a balance circuit, if the sources of the interference fringes are the same.
However, the sources of the interference fringes for the signal beam and the reference
beam are usually different and thus, it is very difficult to remove these interference
fringes.
Frequency modulation spectroscopy can be a good alternative solution. First,
frequency modulation spectroscopy uses only one detector. Therefore, we do not need
to adjust the balance of the photodiodes either manually or automatically. In addition,
frequency modulation spectroscopy has relatively a simple experimental setup and the
wavelength locking of a laser to one of the absorption lines is easier using the error
signal from a lock-in amplifier or a phase-sensitive detector.
In frequency modulation spectroscopy, the wavelength of a laser is modulated or
scanned by two signals as shown in Figure 5.2.The frequency of one signal is much
higher than the frequency of the other. The high and low frequency signals are called
'modulation signal' and 'scanning signal', respectively. In addition, the amplitude of
the scanning signal is much higher than that of the modulation signal. If the modulated
laser beam is scanned over absorption line, then the laser beam after the sample cell
will undergo amplitude modulation caused by the absorption of water vapour. This
amplitude modulation is in phase with the frequency of the modulation signal in the









Figure 5.2: Schematic of frequency modulation spectroscopy. PD: photodiode, Ref.:
reference input of a lock-in amplifier
5.2. Absorption of laser power by water vapour
The amount of laser power absorbed by water vapour, whose wavelength is around
the centre of water vapour absorption line, is very small and depends on the
wavelength of the laser. In this section, the amount of laser power absorbed by water
vapour in a certain condition will be estimated using HITRAN database.
The wavelength of our laser is around 830nm. In this region, we do not need to worry
about the absorption by nitrogen, oxygen, and the other gases that occupy more than
907o of air, because there is no absorption line by them around 830nm according to






where p is the number density of water vapour, I is the path length of laser beam
inside the sample cell, and o is the absorption cross-section of water vapour.
Sometimes pLo is called the optical depth of a molecule inside the cell.
If there is no water vapour, i.e. the number density of water vapour is zero, then Pin
and Pou¡ are the same. If water vapour is existing inside the sample cell and the
Ref
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wavelength of laser is around the centre of water vapour absorption line, then Pou¡ will
be smaller than P¡n. First, calculate the absorption cross-section of \r/ater vapour. The
definition of cross-section, o , is
o=Sx/ (5-2)
where S is the line intensity of water vapour absorption line and / is the line shape
function of water vapour.
The line shape function of the absorption line can be described by a Lorentzian when
pressure or collisional broadening is dominant. The IIWHM (Flalf Width ar Half
Maximum) of the line shape function in the lower atmosphere is about 0.1 cm-l when
pressure broadening is dominant.(r2) In addition, when Doppler broadening is
dominant, the line shape function is a Gaussian.(aa) In the non-relativistic case, the
Dopplershift, Au,canbeexpressedur l1'oo,where u isthevelocityof molecules,
c
c is the speed of light, and oo is the centre wavenumber of absorption line. Suppose
that the molecules a¡e in thermodynamic equilibrium, then the statistics of the
molecules can be described by Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and the mean velocity
of the molecules, z , is given as 2krL , where k is Boltzmann constant, Z is
tn
temperature, and rn is mass of a molecule.(as) Using this mean velocity, the FIWHM
of the line shape function in the case of Doppler broadening is about 10-6 cm-l in the
lower atmosphere, which is much smaller than in the case of pressure broadening, 0.1
cm-t. The.efore, in the lower atmosphere, the line shape function of ,uvater vapour
absorption can be approximated with a Lorentzian as below,
f(Y'u)=L T
-^,r,^ttL f tu
.'. f (y = 0.1,'u =O) =3.21
(s-3)
where 7 is the HWHM of line shape function and u is deviation from the centre
frequency of absorption line.(2e'aa)
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Now, calculate the number density of water vapour using a hygrometer and
pyschrometric chart. Suppose that dry-bulb temperature, T, is 20 oC and wet-bulb
temperature is 13.5 oC. From these values and psychrometric chart, the partial
pressure of water vapour, P, in the air can be obtained as about 1100 Pa. Absolute
humidity, H nb,, can be calculated using ideal gas equation and its definition as below,
H nb, = Z.ZxL
T
=8.26 [g/-' ]
Therefore, the number density of water vapour, p, is 2.76x10t7 molecules/cm' in
this condition.
According to HITRAN database, one of the strongest water vapour absorption lines
around 830nm is 1x10-23 cm/molecule so that let us use this line intensity to calculate
the absorption cross-section of water vapour. If the path length of laser beam, L, is
24m, then the absorption cross-section of water vapour and the optical depth of rvater
vapour, D, can be approximated as below,
o = S xf (y =0.2,D-0) =1x10-23 x3.2I=3.21xL02' ¡cm'lmoleculel
(s-5)
p= pLo =2.16xI017 x2.4x103 x3.2IxL0'23 =2.L3xLO-2





(s-6)-2. t 3xl0 -2e
= 0.978.
That is to say, about 27o of the input power is absorbed by water vapour if the
intensity of absorption line is 1x10-23 cm/molecuþ. According to I{ITRAN database,
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the line intensities of most of the absorption lines around 800nm are less than
1x l0-23 cm/molecub as shown in Figure 2.8.
5.3. Harmonic detection
As shown in Figure 5.2, the wavelength of a laser in frequency modulation
spectroscopy is modulated (or dithered) and scanned at the same time. The transmitted
signal after a sample cell can be detected by a phase-sensitive detector. If we apply the
reference signal, which is the same frequency as that of modulation signal, to the
phase-sensitive detector, then we can obtain the signal like the first derivative of the
line-shape function of absorption line. ff the frequency of the reference signal of the
phase-sensitive detector is as twice as that of the modulation signal, then we can
obtain the signal like the second derivative of the line-shape function of the absorption
line. Therefore, frequency modulation spectroscopy is called sometimes either





centre of ubsoAtion line
Figure 5.3 : Schematic diagram of frequency modulation spectroscopy. The intensity
of laser is y-axis and the frequency of that is x-axis. Dashed line in (A) and (B) is the




There are two ways to explain how frequency modulation spectroscopy works. First
way is that frequency modulation on a laser is converted into amplitude modulation
after a sample cell. Figure 5.3 (A) and (B) represents the phase relation between the
input laser's frequency modulation and the output beam's amplitude modulation. In
Figure 5.3 (A), the laser is scanned from the left side of the absorption line, i.e. from
smaller to larger frequency. In this case, the phase difference is 180 degrees. However,
the phase difference is zero, when the right side of the absorption line is scanned as
shown in Figure 5.4 (B).
Second, we can use an approximation to explain it. A more exact proof of this can be
found in Ref. 32. Suppose that laser beam is transmitted through a sample cell.
Obviously, the output intensity is a function of the frequency of a laser. Thus, the
response function of molecules, 1. (u ), can be expressed as
\(")= I,þ + n sinQr) (s-7)
where u is the frequency of a laser, mis fhe amplitude of modulation signal, and Ç)
is the angular frequency of modualtion signal.
If m andÇ) are smaller than the linewidth of the absorption line, the response function
of molecules, 1, þ), cun be written approximately,
r,þ *2, sin or) = r r(u)+ (m sin aù#.(r7t)# (s-8)
(s-e)
and after combining terms,
I, (u+n¿sinÇrr)= [r.,,,.+# )





The transmitted intensity has 'dc term' and 'oscillating terms' whose frequencies are
ç¿,2ç¿,34 "' . If we use a phase-sensitive detector, then the coefficient of the
oscillating term at a certain frequency - the frequency of the reference signal of the
phase-sensitive detector - can be detected. For example, if the frequency of the
reference signal of the phase-sensitive detector is the same as that of modulation
signal, i.e. Ç), then we can obtain the coefficient of sinQr.In addition, if m is small
enough to ignore the higher order derivative of I, (r), the coefficient of sinQr is
approximately the same as the first derivative of the line-shape function of absorption
line. This is called 'first harmonic detection'. Similarly, if phase-sensitive detector's
reference frequency is 2Q , then the coefficient of cos 2Qr can be obtained and this
method is called 'second harmonic detection'.
Figure 5.4 (A) and (B) are schematic diagrams to show the cases of first and second
harmonic detection. In the case of first harmonic detection, the zero crossing point of
the signal is the centre of the absorption line. The middle peak of the signal is the
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This chapter is about water vapour detection experiments by frequency modulation
spectroscopy and the wavelength locking of the master laser of our DIAL system to
the centre of water vapour absorption line. In section 6.1, intensity modulation method
is discussed briefly. In section 6.2, first harmonic detection for investigating water
vapour absorption lines is discussed. In section 6.3, absolute humidity is measured
using the results of first harmonic detection. In section 6.4, second and first harmonic
detection in the cases of various modulation signals is discussed. In section 6.5, the
master laser's wavelength locking to the centre of water vapour absorption line and
frequency stability of the wavelength of the master laser are discussed.






















Figure 6.1 : Experimental setup for intensity modulation method. PD : photodiode; M
: mirror; BS : beam splitter; AOM: Acousto-Optic Modulator
8OMFIz
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Figure 6.1 is the experimental setup for intensity modulation method to detect water
vapour absorption lines. First, laser beam is transmitted into an Acousto-Optic
Modulator (AOM,Isomet MOD 1205-630F). The power of the first orcler of the AOM
is about 40 7o of the input power. There are two roles for the AOM. One is to chop the
laser beam when we use intensity modulation method. The other role is that the AOM
can isolate the diode laser from feedback which comes from Fabry-Perot or a fibre
coupling lens. The zeroth order of the AOM is going to a wavelength meter (ILX
Lightwave LWM-65008). Because the feedback from this wavelength meter is not
strong, we can use the zeroth order of the AOM for that. The first order of the AOM is
going to both a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot and a fibre coupling lens. After the
coupling lens, the laser beam is aligned into the multi-pass absorption cell and some
portion of the laser beam is going to PD2 (IIDT PIN-6DI) before the absorption cell.
The output of PD2 can be used as the reference signal in order to remove interference
fringes. In addition, the output beam of the cell is going to PDI ([IDT PIN-6DI). The
current of the diode laser is fixed and conversely, the temperature of the diode laser is
scanned by the external port of the temperature controller. A function generator
(Wavetek model 164) supplies triangle signal to the external port of the temperature
controller and the frequency of that is 0.002H2.
80MHz sinusoidal wave from a signal generator (Rohde & Schwarz, SMX) is
supplied to the AOM. In addition, square wave from the other function generator
(HAMEG 8030) is supplied to the external port of the signal generator (Rohde &
Schwarz, SMX). The frequency of this square wave, i.e. the frequency of the chopping
signal, is about 100H2. In other word, the amplitude of 80MHz sinusoidal wave from
the signal generator is modulated at the rate of about 100H2 by means of this square
wave. The signal from either PDl or the photodiodes is going to the input of a lock-in
amplifier (Stanford Research System, SR510) and the trigger ourput (TTL) of the
function generator, which produces the square wave for chopping, is used as the
reference signal of this lock-in amplifier.
'Unbalanced signal (PDl)', which is the output of the lock-in amplifier, is shown in
Figure 6.2. A peak around 30s may be interpreted as one of water vapour absorption
lines. However, it is not clear and the baseline of this signal changes very much
compared with the amplitude of the absorption signal. In addition, we can see many
fringe patterns in Figure 6.2. Some patterns may not be the interference fringes but be
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water vapour absorption lines. To remove this interference fringes, we used the signal
from PD2 as the reference signal. In other word, 'balanced signal (PD2-PDl)' was
used as the input of the lock-in amplifier. However, the amplitude of the interference
fringes was increased. That might be because the sources of the interference fringes











Figure 6.2 :The output of the lock-in amplifier (PDl) in the case of intensity
modulation. Period of scanning : 250 (s); wavelength : 834.5 - 833.6 (nm); sensitivity
of lock-in : 2 (mV); time constant of lock-in : 100 (ms).
6.2. First harmonic detection






Figure 6.3 : Basic schematic of frequency modulation spectroscopy. The scanning and






In the previous section, we did not obtain good water vapour absorption signals using
intensity modulation method and a main problem came from the interference fringes.
In this section, we will use frequency modulation method to detect water vapour
absorption lines. Frequency modulation spectroscopy makes it possible to detect a
small amount of molecules as discussed in Chapter 5.(41) In frequency modulation
spectroscopy, the wavelength of a laser is scanned - the order of hundreds of GHz -
and dithered - the order of hundreds of MHz - at the same time by the external
modulation port of temperature or curent controller as shown in Figure 6.3. Mode-
hop can be a serious problem in frequency modulation spectroscopy because the
continuous wavelength scanning is difficult. However, it is possible to avoid the
mode-hops by choosing a suitable diode laser and finding suitable temperature and
current of the diode laser.
To reduce these interference fringes, we designed a new experimental setup as shown
in Figure 6.4. This new setup is basically the same as the previous one, Figure 6.1, but
there are two major differences. First, the number of optics between the diode laser
and the multi-pass absorption cell is reduced. Second, a single mode optical fibre is
not used to deliver laser beam into the multi-pass absorption cell in order to avoid the
interference fringe from it. In this experimental setup, laser beam travels to a wedse
and some of the laser beam is delivered to the multi-pass absorption cell. A Faraday
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Figure 6.5 : Water vapour absorption lines. Period of scanning: 250 (s); frequency of
dithering: 440 (Hz); temperature:290.4-30a.1 (K); wavelength:832'6-833.7 (nm);
sensitivity of lock-in : 200 (ttV); time constant : 100 (ms)
0
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Figure 6.6 : Integrated data of Figure 6.5
In Figure 6.5, the frequency of the diode laser is scanned several tens of GHz and
dithered about hundred MIIZ. Four peaks can be resolved in Figure 6.5 and those
peaks are the first derivatives of the water vapour absorption lines. The first
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absorption line looks like the superposition of trvo or three absorption lines and small
interference fringes can be seen. The wavelength of the diode laser is scanned by the
external port of the temperature controller and the period of the scanning is 500s. The
last two resonances are the same water vapour absorption lines and thus, the shape of
these lines are opposite each other. For the same reason, the integrated signals of these
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Figure 6.7 : Water vapour absorption lines in the case of ambient air. Every condition














Figure 6.8 : Water vapour absorption lines when the multi-pass cell is full of dry
nitrogen gas. Every condition is the same as Figure 6.7.
2001500 r00
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If we can control the amount of water vapour inside the absorption cell, then it is
much clearer whether the peaks in Figure 6.5 are water vapour absorption lines or not.
To do this, we supply dry nitrogen gas to the multi-pass absorption cell. According to
the manufacturer, this nitrogen gas (BOC, high purity nitrogen) has less than 100 ppm
of water vapour. Figure 6.'l andFigure 6.8 are the water vapour absorption lines when
the cell is opened to air and when it is full of dry nitrogen gas, respectively. From
Figure 6.7 and 6.8, we can know the amplitude of water vapour absorption lines in the
case of dry nitrogen gas is much smaller than in the case of ambient air. Therefore, we
can say that these peaks are definitely the water vapour absorption lines around
830nm.
Before we scan the wavelength of the laser over a single water vapour absorption line
only with the external modulation port of the current controller, we can find the centre
wavelength of the observed water vapour absorption lines. The measurement error of
the wavelength meter (ILX Lightwave LWM-65008) is about 0.5nm according to the
manufacturer so that we can not measure the centre wavelength of the observed
absorption lines with this wavelength meter as precise as we want.(42) However, if we
compare the frequency difference between the observed absorption lines with
HITRAN database, then we can find the centre wavelength of each water vapour
absorption line. In the second experiment of this section, every condition is the same
as the first experiment, except that no ramp signal is supplied to the Piezo of Fabry-
Perot to find the frequency difference between the centres of the observed water
vapour lines using Free Spectral Range (FSR) of Fabry-Perot.
Two water vapour absorption lines can be observed in Figure 6.9 and the frequency
difference between the centres of the absorption lines is about 67.5 GHz. To find the
centre wavelength of each absorption line, we should compare the data with HITRAN
database. Therefore, we need at least three water vapour absorption lines at one data
set. About ten water vapour absorption lines were observed from our experiments and











Figure 6.9 : Water vapour absorption lines. The upper data are from Fabry-Perot and
the lowers are the output of the lock-in amplifier. Period of scanning: 250 (s);
wavelength: 830.1-828.2 (nm); temperature:289.2-280.6 (K); power of diode laser:
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Figure 6.11 : Water vapour absorption lines. Period of scanning: 250 (s); wavelength
829.3-828.4 (nm); temperature 288.9-279.8 (K); power of diode laser: 12.I-12.6
(mW); sensitivity of lock-in: 100 (ttv); time constant of lock-in: 100 (ms)
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Figure 6.I3 : Water vapour absorption lines. Period of scanning: 250 (s); wavelength:
831.0-831.9 (nm); temperature:283.7-295.8 (K); power of diode laser:20.7-20.I
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83 r.85030 6.33 x l0-a
832.04184 1.45 x 10-23


































Table 6.2: Relative intensities in the cases of experimental measurements and
theoretical calculations from HITRAN database.
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According to the HITRAN database, the intensity of the first absorption line in Figure
6.13 is a little smaller than that of the third absorption line. However, in our
measurement, the intensity of the first peak is bigger than that of the third pcak. It may
be caused by the variation of the baseline or the other water vapour absorption lines
that are close to 831.42398nm.
The next step is to find a single water vapour absorption line to lock the wavelength
of the laser to the centre of that. The deviation of the wavelength of the laser from the
centre of water vapour absorption line should be smaller than 200MHz as shown in
Table 2.1. We use the output of a lock-in amplifier to lock the wavelength of the
master laser. First, we should be able to scan the wavelength of the laser over a single
water vapour absorption line. In addition, we had better scan and modulate the
wavelength of the laser by means of only one method, i.e. either current or
temperature. However, we can not modulate the wavelength of the laser with a
temperature controller in the speed of about 100H2. Therefore, temperature is fixed
and the wavelength of the laser is scanned and modulated by means of the external
port of the current controller. A summing circuit in Figure 6.15 is constructed with
operational amplifiers (OP-27). Two signals, i.e. sinusoidal and triangle, are added
after this circuit.
diode laser
function generator function generator
sut:merorder of hundreds lJerz about O. I or O-O I Herz
Figure 6.15 : Schematic for scanning and modulating the wavelength of the diode




























Figure 6.16 : Single water vapour absorption line. Period of scanning: 50 (s);
wavelength: 832.1-831.5 (nm); temperature: 295.2 (K); power of laser: 24.3-L5.6




















Figure 6.17 : Integrated data of Figure 6.16
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A single water vapour line is shown in Figure 6.16 and Fi,sure 6.17, The centre
wavelength of this water vapour absorption line is 832.04184 nm. This wavelength is
found using information from Figure 6.14 and Table 6.1. In other word, we first set
the temperature and current of the diode laser to 295 K and 20 mW, respectively,
according to information obtained from the previous experiments. Then, scan the
wavelength of the laser using the current controller and adjust the range of scanning
until the water vapour abso¡ption lines is observed. To make sure that the wavelengths
of this absorption line is 832.04184 nm, if the temperature of the diode laser is turned
down, then the other water vapour absorption lines as shown in Figure 6.14 should be
observed. During the scanning of the laser by the current controller, the current and





Figure 6.18 : Integrated data of the signal of first harmonic detection. The centre
wavelength of the absorption line is 832.04184 nm
The water vapour absorption line in 832.04184nm was measured by frequency
modulation method as shown in Figure 6.18. We can calculate absolute humidity from










observed absorption line depends on both 'modulation index' and the gain of a lock-in
amplifier. Modulation index, m , can be defined and measured as below,
where Ly is FIWHM (Half Width at Half Maximum) of absorption line shape
function and Ay' is the amplitude of modulation. The gain of the lock-in amplifier
(Stanford Research System, SR510) can be measured by applying a test signal to the
input of the lock-in amplifier. The amplitude of the output of the lock-in amplifier is
10V when that of the input is 16 mV and the sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier is
lmV. Therefore, the gain of lock-in amplifier is 10000 = 625.
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The amplitude of the absorption line is measured as 0.25 V and the real amplitude of
this absorption line can be measured using modulation index and the gain of the lock-
in amplifier. The real amplitude of this absorption line is obtained as 5 mV and the dc
level of the output of the photodiode is 268 mV. Using the two values, we can obtain








Now we can obtain the number density of water vapour, p, and absolute humidity,
H no,by Eq. (5-1),
p ln( 
Z ')









where L (=240Ocm) is the path length of ourmulti-pass absorption cell and o is
the absorption cross section of water vapour. The uncertainty of this measurement,
, can be estimated in the case of AZ'= 0.001 , LL = l0 and Lm = 0.007 ,
(6-4)
= 0.117
and then, the relative uncertainty of this measurement is I L7 7o and absolute humidity
can be measured
:. H nt = 5.11t0.60 [g/m']. (6-s)
The next step is to measure absolute humidity using a hygrometer. Absolute humidity
nreasured'oy a hygrometer, H nb' , can be ciefineci in terms of partiai pressure of water
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ln(T') T' L ln(T') Z' m'
= 0.054 + 0.004 + 0.059
H ntr' =2'2x!
T
We measured dry and wet temperature ten times and from these data we could also
obtain the uncertainty of this measurement. Thus, absolute humidity measured by a
hygrometer, H nr' ,is
H nb,'= 7.82t0.47 [g/m' ]
(6-6)
(6.7)
There is difference between two measurements, H n, and H nb' . There may be three
sources of errors. First, we use the absorption line strength from HITRAN database to
calculate the absorption cross-section of water vapour, o, and this value may not be
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coffect. Second, the measurement of the modulation index in the frequency
modulation spectroscopy can be incorrect. Third, there are random effors when we
measure dry and wet bulb temperature or partial pressure of water vapour from
psychrometric chart.
6.4. Second harmonic detection
Second harmonic detection gives us flatter baseline and bigger amplitude of signal
and thus, this method is useful in some applications, for example gas detection.(32) The
difference between first and second harmonic detection is whether the frequency of
the reference signal of a phase-sensitive detector is the same or twice as that of the
modulation signal. In the case of second harmonic detection, the frequency of the
reference signal is doubled by the phase-sensitive detector. Figure 6.19 and Figure
6.20 are the outputs of the lock-in amplifier in the cases of first and second harmonic
detection, respectively. Every condition is the same, except of the amplitude of
modulation, because bigger amplitude of the modulation signal is needed in the case
of second harmonic detection.(3') As we expect, the output of the lock-in amplifier in
the case of second harmonic detection is like the second derivative of absorption line.
In the case of first harmonic detection, the zero crossing point is the centre of
absorption line. In the case of second harmonic detection, the centre peak of signal is
the centre of absorption line. In Figure 6.19, the two peaks represent the same water
vapour absorption line and the shape of the two signal is opposite because the
direction of scanning is opposite. Therefore, two peaks in Figure 6.20 should be
opposite as the case of first harmonic detection. However, in our measurement, these
two peaks in Figure 6.20 andFigure 6.2I are not opposite each other.
According to the numerical calculation of harmonic detection in cases of various
modulation waveforms, the best signal is obtained by the use of triangle waveform.(40)
We tried three kinds of waveforrns - sinusoidal, triangle and square. In our
experiment, the amplitude of signal in the use of triangle waveform was smaller than
in the case of sinusoidal waveform as shown in Figure 6.21. In the case of square
waveform, the signal was distorted and it was not possible to observe absorption lines.
Hovde et al reported the same kind of problem in Ref. 41. There are two main reasons
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for this. First, the finite bandwidth of a current supplier or a summing amplifier circuit
can distort the modulation waveform. In other word, although we give triangle
waveform as the modulation signal to the current controller of the diode laser, the
actual waveform to the diode laser, i.e. the output of the current controller, can be
distorted. Second, the variation of the curïent makes the temperature of the diode laser
vary, especially around the junction of the diode laser, and this temperature variation
can make the change of the frequency of the laser. More investigation of this problem
needs other experiments, in which different amplitudes, kinds and frequencies of
















Figure 6.19 : First harmonic detection of water vapour absorption line. period of
scanning: 50 (s); wavelength: 831.5-832.0 (nm); remperature:294.9 (K);power of
laser: 14.9-2a.5 (mw); currenr of laser: 65.5-91.0 (mA); sensitivity of lock-in: 20


















Figure 6.20 : Second harmonic detection of water vapour absorption line. Every
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Figure 6.21 : Second harmonic detection in the cases of sinusoidal and triangle
modulation waveform
6.5. Laser wavelength locking to water vapour absorption line
Several water vapour lines were observed by means of first and second harmonic
detection. Additionally, the wavelengths and line intensities of seven absorption lines
were found by comparing experimental data with theoretical calculations, i.e.
HITRAN database.
Schematic of wavelength locking is to use the output of a phase-sensitive detector as
the feedback signal to the current controller of the diode laser. In other word, we use
the fact that the zero-crossing of the first derivative of water vapour absorption line
represents the centre of absorption line. For example, if the wavelength of the laser is
exactly on the centre of the absorption line, then the output of the phase-sensitive
detector is zero. Otherwise, the output of the phase-sensitive detector is positive or
negative as shown in Figure 6.22. Tl'tis error signal from the phase-sensitive detector
is integrated inversely and it leads the current of the laser toward that of the centre
wavelength of the water vapour absorption line. For example, if the set-point of the
external port of the current controller is bigger than that of the centre of the absorption
line, then the error signal from the phase-sensitive detector is positive and thus, the
inversely integrated signal of this error signal is negative as shown in Figure 6.22.
o 50
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Therefore, the current to the laser decreases in order to reach the cuffent for the centre
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Figure 6.23. Simple diagram of the wavelength locking circuit
The simple diagram of the current locking circuit is in Figure 6.23 and the circuit
diagram of this wavelength locking circuit can be found in Appendix A. There are
four signals, which are scanning, dithering, dc, and integrated error signals. The
signals are added by a summing amplifier and delivered to the external port of the
current controller. A switch in the integrating part is to make the output of the
integrating amplifier zero at the start of integration. The procedure for wavelength
locking is first using the scanning and dithering signals, i.e. switch (A) goes to the
scanning signal and switch (B) is open, to scan the wavelength of the laser over a




the offset of the phase-sensitive detector for the centre of the absorption line to be
zero. Second, after turning off the scanning signal, find the suitable the dc level for the
centre of the absorption line by means of the output of the phase-sensitive detector.
Third, reset the integrating amplifier and tum on switch (B).
This wavelength locking circuit is a closed-loop circuit and the gain of the integrating
circuit is not very important. However, if the gain of the integrating amplifier is too
small or big, then this circuit can not reach a stable state. Therefore, this circuit and
the current controller of the laser should be calibrated together.(33)
open feedback loop closed feedback loop
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Figure 6.24 : Stability of the wavelength of the master laser from the centre of the
water vapour absorption line, 832.04184 nm.
The zero point of the error signal voltage in Figure 6.24 represents the centre of the
water vapour absorption line, 832.04184 nm. The relation between the error signal
voltage of the phase-sensitive detector and the actual frequency of the laser was
obtained by Fabry-Perot. When the error signal voltage increased 1 mV, then the peak
of the output of Fabry-Perot moved 25lvftIz.In other word, lmV of the error signal
represents the 25MHz variation of the frequency of the laser. Using the injection
cunent locking circuit in Appendix A and the external port of the culrent controller,
the rms frequency deviation of the wavelength of the master laser from 832.04184 nm,
the centre of the water vapour absorption line, is zzlvftIz as shown in Figure 6.24.
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This satisfies the frequency stability requirement for water vapour detection in the
atmosphere as shown in Table 2.1.
To achieve better stability of the wavelength of the laser using this method, more
thermally stable electric component and more precise gain calibration of the circuit
will be needed. In addition, we may improve the stability of the laser by adding a




Telescopes for transmitting and receiving
This chapter is about the telescopes of our DIAL to transmit laser beam and to receive
the scattered signal by aerosols and water vapour in the atmosphere. In addition, the
experiment to measure the beam diameter and divergence of the transmitted beam is
discussed.
In section 7.1, the receiving and transmitting telescopes and the mount for a single
mode optical fibre and a photodiode are discussed. In section J.2, the experiment to
measure the beam diameter and divergence of the laser beam after the transmitting
telescope is discussed. In section'7.3, the test of the telescopes, i.e. the transmitting
and receiving telescopes, with a silicon photodiode is discussed.
7.1. The telescopes
The receiving telescope of our DIAL is a Schmitt-Cassegrain telescope (Celestron, G-
8) and a brief diagram is shown in Figure 7.1 (A). The distance between the primary
and the secondary mirrors of the receiving telescope can be adjusted so that the
distance between the focal plane of the image and the rear part of the primary mirro¡
can be adjusted.
Figure 7.1 (B) is a simplified diagram of the receiving part of our DIAL system. A
single mode optical fibre is connected to the transmitting telescope - a Keplerian
telescope - that is mounted on the place of the finder-scope of the receiving telescope.
To mount a photodiode on the receiving telescope, we use a single lens reflex camera.
This camera is installed in the place of the eyepiece holder of the receiving telescope.
The photodiode is attached on the rear part of the camera as shown in Figure 7.1 (B).
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Figure 7.l :Diagram of the receiving part










Figure 7.2: Schematic to measure the beam diameter and divergence of the laser beam
after the transmitting telescope
*
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The main reason to use a single mode optical fibre (3M, PL-4224-FC-10, diameter =
5.5pm, Numerical Aperture : 0.12) is that the divergence of laser beam should be
small enough comparing to the field of view of the receiving telescope as the laser
beam is transmitted into the atmosphere. Therefore, the transverse mode of the
transmitted beam must be close to TEMoo mode and also the intensity profile shape
should be circular.
The output of the optical fibre is collimated by a lens (Thorlabs, F220FC-8, f =
llmm) and the ratio between the input and the output power of this single mode
optical fibre, i.e. the coupling power efficiency, is about 457o. Discussions about the
coupling methods and the coupling lenses for single mode optical fibres can be found
in Ref. 34.
The schematic to measure the beam diameter and divergence of the transmitted beam
is shown in Figure 1 .2. The distance between the transmitting telescope and screen is
about 10m and the beam diameter in the screen is about 5mm. Using this value, we
can calculate the divergence angle as below.
tan(0): 0.0025 - 0.005
l0
(7-1)
'. Divergence (20 ) = 0.4 (mrad)
The divergence angle of the transmitted beam after the transmitting telescope is about
0.4 mrad and this satisfies the requirement of the laser for water vapour detection
which is presented in Table 2.1.
7.3. Test of the telescopes \üith a silicon photodiode
The schematic of the test of the telescopes with a silicon photodiode (UDT-PIN
10DP) is shown in Figure 7.3. The laser beam is chopped by means of an Acousto-
Optic Modulator (AOM) and the first order of the AOM is coupled with a single mode
optical fibre. The distance between the transmitting telescope and the wall is about
73
75m' The output of the silicon photodiode is shown in Figure i.4, when the pulse
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Iìigure 7.4 : The upper figure is the trigger output to the AOM and the lower is the






Conclusions and future plans
Frequency modulation spectroscopy was done to investigate water vapour absorption
lines with a free-running diode laser (Hitachi HG8325G) around 830nm and seven
water vapour absorption lines were observed. This diode laser will be used as the
master laser of our ground-based Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) system to
profile the temporal and vertical distribution of water vapour in the lower atmosphere.
A multi-pass absorption cell was constmcted and 24m path length was achieved by
means of 1.3m of the actual length of the cell. The wavelengths and the line strengths
of the observed water vapour absorption lines were found as well comparing the
frequency differences of the observed absorption lines with HITRAN database. The
wavelength of the diode laser was scanned and modulated by the external port of
either the current or the temperature controller. Using first harmonic detection,
absolute humidity was measured and its value was compared with the value that was
obtained by a hygrometer.
Using the output of a lock-in amplifier as the feedback signal to the current
controller, the master laser of our DIAL system was locked to the centre of a water
vapour absorption line, whose wavelength is 832.04184nm. The rms frequency
deviation from the centre of the water vapour absorption line was Z2NIÍIz. This
satisfies the frequency stability requirement for water vapour detection in the
atmosphere.(17)
The transmitting telescope and the mount for a photodiode and a single mode optical
fibre were built and installed on the receiving telescope of our DIAL system. The
beam diameter and divergence after the transmitting telescope were measured. The
divergence angle of the transmitted beam was 0.4 mrad, which satisfies the
requirement of the laser for water vapour detection.(17) In addition, using a silicon
photodiode and the master laser of the DIAL system that was chopped by a Acousto-




The power of the transmitter, i.e. laser, will be increased by an injectionJocked
master-slave design or a tapered amplifier. A photon counting circuit, a temperature
controller, and the other electronics for an avalanche photodiode (APD) will be
l
I constructed. A data acquisitive system and metal housing for our ground-based DIAL
will be needed as well. The data from our ground-based DIAL can be compared to
that from the RADARs that were built by the Atmospheric group in the Department of
Physics and Mathematical Physics of the University of Adelaide.
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